
Question Response 

I have a 200dx and am unable to see ora to ora. 
Peripheral lattice degeneration and holes usually do not 
show up. 

It is possible, it just has to be a very well taken image that 
is dependent on operator skill and patient cooperation.  
Much easier on Daytona - where eye steering can be used 
if needed. 

As a screener, do you also bill for it? 
Yes, I charge for all screening and bill separately for 
medical necessary fundus photos.  

Why do some optic nerve drusen which are clinically 
visible (not buried drusen) not show with 
autofluorescence? 

 Drusen should appear with autofluorescence so I'm not 
sure.  

Would using just the AF photo be adequate as plaquenil 
testing? As in you wouldn’t need a VF or OCT? 

I always view both AF and color together.  I also use OCT 
for plaquenil instead of VF. 

Why does Optic Nerve Drusen show hyper AF (not 
lipofuscin)? 

Optic disc drusen are deposits of extracellular 
mitochondria in a filamentous protein matrix and if 
superficial, may produce increased FAF. 

When you notice hyper fluorescence with geographic 
atrophy, what is the treatment and follow up? 

It depends on the size of the atrophy, location of the AF 
and VA.  Smaller atrophy with better VA and AF on the 
edges ringing the atrophy I will send to Retina for 
evaluation/treatment.  

If normal macula is darker due to luteal pigment, would 
macula low in lutein be NOT darker than surround? 

Not sure it would be that easy to tell the difference or 
qualify it unless there was advanced vision loss and not 
just low levels. 

I've seen drusen in macula in patients that do not show 
AF changes, and then similar appearance in another 
patient who DOES have hyper/hypo AF changes - does 
that mean the latter truly has AMD but the former does 
not yet? 

I am not sure - it may just mean the drusen are not well 
enough developed or the drusen are new. 

There are other hyper fl lesions that can appear on optic 
nerve-though this is my favorite way to help lend a dx for 
unburied, calcified optic nerve drusen 

Correct. 

Are you doing AF on ALL patients? If so, is it AF every 
year? Yes - I do AF and color on all patient scans. 

Why are RPE window defects sometimes hypo AF and 
other times hyper AF? Depends on the stage and etiology of the RPE defect. 

Would it be best to have staff just automatically do an AF 
image whenever taking retina photos with Optos? Yes 

On hyper fluorescence, how often to you take an OCT? If it is in an area that can be captured by OCT we always 
do - we are all still learning. 

Does glaucomatous damage show on AF? No - That only occurs in the NFL and not RPE. 



Do you do a screening AF on all patients having an 
optomap? 

Yes. 

The angioid streaks appeared to have a halo of 
brightness. Was that an illusion? 

No - That image is showing the stress on the edge of the 
RPE stretching. 

Coding and billing:  Any difference from retinal photo 
billing? No - it is billed as a fundus photo. 

Discuss AF with diabetic retinal disease Typically will just show/highlight hemorrhages blocking 
AF – remember AF is only for imaging the RPE. 

Do you bill differently for AF image? No - I bill as one photo with color image.  Not sure if you 
can bill AF alone as a fundus photo. 

How does active fluid in sub retinal vs. choroidal look in 
autofluorescence? 

Sometimes they can look very similar - it depends on 
how longstanding the fluid is and is it damaging or 
detaching the RPE. 

When I got my optomap, they recommended AF on all 
adults so I hadn't been doing it on kids. Do you do it on 
all patients, including kids? 

Yes!  It can show the congenital retinal/choroidal 
conditions early. 

What is your protocol for RA patients and do you bill for 
photos/AF each time? 

I do both on all RA patients, but bill only if there is a 
visible lesion - call me conservative. 

Does retinal thinning cause hyper AF? Only if there is corresponding RPE stress/damage. 

Do retinal tears like a horseshoe tear show up on FAF? Yes - hypo AF. 

 

 


